
INSTRUMENTATION 
 
PLAYER 1 

I  Finger Cymbals, Triangle, Timbales (2)  
II  Med. Wood Block, Temple Block (1 low), Snare Drum, Temple Bowl (med.) 
III  Kidi (High Conga) 

 
PLAYER 2 

I  Timpani (3 high), Bass Drum 
II  High Wood Block, Temple Block (1 low), Med. Chinese Gong (or 2), Plate Gong, Nipple Gong (medium 
to large) 
III  Sogo (Low Conga) 

 
PLAYER 3 

I  Temple Blocks (5) 
II Temple Bowl (med.), High Wood Block, Tom-toms or Chinese Tom-toms (2),  Suspended Cymbals (2) 
III  High Bongo, Tom-toms (3), Temple Blocks (5) 

 
PLAYER 4 

I Drums (snare drum, 3 tom-toms, kick drum or small bass drum), Djembe 
II Tam-tam (large), Bass Drum (large) 
III Drums (snare, 3 tom-toms, kick drum or small bass drum) 
 

 
INSTRUMENTATION NOTES 
 
MOVEMENT I 

Finger Cymbals – small bronze cymbals struck together. 

Triangle  – medium or large triangle or similar metal ringing object; played with metal beater.  

Timbales – set of two drums played with sticks. Best to use timbale sticks or something similar (rather than 
regular drum sticks) to get a brighter more timbale-like sound. 

Timpani – two timpani; the pitches indicated are the desired ones. Other pitches might be substituted if necessary. 
In that case the two outer drums would ideally be a 5th apart. 

Bass Drum  – large concert bass drum played with hard mallet.  

Temple Blocks – set of five, played with hard mallets. 

Drums - drums from high to low: snare (without snares), 3 tom-toms, and a kick drum or small bass drum; played 
with wooden sticks. These toms should be lower than the concert toms that are used in mvmt II and III, preferably 
with double heads. The highest pitch of the drum-set toms should be similar to lowest pitch of the concert toms. 
The snare drum should be pitched appropriately, not too high.  

Djembe – or other suitable hand drum, played with hands. The low and high notes indicate two separate tones, 
approximately a minor 3rd apart, or at least two sounds that are somewhat distinct. Two conga drums could also be 
used for this part. 

All sustaining sounds should be left to vibrate throughout the movement.  
 
MOVEMENT II 

High Wood Block, Medium Wood Block and Temple Block – should form a relationship from high to low, with 
the Temple Block as the lowest. Player 3 can use the same wood block as player 2, or a separate one (if using a 
separate one it does not need to match the other one in pitch). 

Snare Drum – played very softly and delicately on the rim of the drum. The head of the drum may need to be 
damped to prevent too much sound from the drum itself.  

Medium Temple Bowl  – should have a long sustain, preferably with some beating in the sound. Player 2 can use 
the same temple bowl as Player 1, or a separate one (if using a separate one it does not need to match the other 
one in pitch).  



INSTRUMENTATION,	  cont.	   	  

Tom-toms – two Chinese tom-toms or concert toms, played with padded mallet. If Chinese tom-toms are not 
available choose two of the three tom-toms designated for movement III. Choose pitches for the drums that work 
effectively with the other sounds and are not too far apart in pitch – a major second or minor third might work 
well, but no more than a perfect 4th.   

Cymbals – two suspended cymbals, fairly large, of different but closely related size.  

Medium Chinese Gong – a typical Chinese gong with a flat surface and curved rim. When playing and scraping 
the gong the player should strive for a range of different qualities of sound, rather than always the same. Play with 
a padded mallet except where indicated (an x indicates a metal beater). 

Plate Gong – should be a metal ringing sound that sounds substantial, with no splash or particular beating. A 
large heavy gong with an absolutely flat surface and a wide (3-4 inch) rim has been found to work well.  

Medium to Large Nipple Gong – a Thai gong or Javanese gong 

Tam-tam – should be large in size. 

Bass Drum – large concert bass drum with a deep sound. 

All sustaining sounds should be left to vibrate throughout the movement. Suspended cymbals might be damped a 
bit, as desired by the player. Players may find it advantageous to read from the score for this movement. 
 
MOVEMENT III 

High Bongo should be the highest drum sound, followed by Kidi (High Conga), Sogo (Low Conga), Tom-toms 
(Player 3), and Drums (Player 4).   

Kidi – African drum or high conga; played with the hands 

Sogo – African drum or low conga; played with the hands 

Tom-toms – concert toms; played with wooden sticks. Be sure that these tom-toms are distinct in pitch from the 
congas. 

Drums – same as “Drums” in Movement I. 

Bass Drum – concert bass drum; played with hard stick. 
 
 
This piece draws on the percussion ensemble tradition that was launched by Varese and developed most 
compellingly through the works of Cage, Harrison and Xenakis. Other influences include West African 
polymeter, Indonesian kotekan, and Indian tala or rhythmic cycle. Some of the ideas for this piece were originally 
explored in the score for HOME, an evening-length dance piece by choreographer Mary Sheldon Scott, which 
was premiered in May 2010 in Seattle. The music is primarily a drum piece, as reflected in the first and third 
movements. The second movement explores the idea of how a slow movement might manifest with percussion 
alone and relies on the timbral richness and sustaining quality of various gongs to activate this more expanded 
sense of time. This piece is dedicated to the Pacific Rims Percussion Quartet, whose too infrequent concerts 
remain, for me, the apogee of new music performance in Seattle. 
 
The title, Demon Daring Down, is from the poem “Hinge Picture” by Susan Howe. 


